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FACTS

71%
of all emails sent in 2017
included malware, phishing,
CEO fraud and spam.

Take back control of your emails and secure your
business
Email is indispensable for work, which makes it all the more vulnerable to attack
and abuse. From traditional spam to more devastating ransomware attacks, your
email must be secured so users can focus on their work, rather than worrying
about breaches

91% of cyberattacks start with an email.
Email has become the attack vector of choice for
spreading malware, ransomware, phishing, spear
phishing and other types of email attacks. While
spam was a simple nuisance, that is no longer the
case; it has evolved into a major threat for your
organisation.

2 billion+
email components analysed
daily which empower the filter
in real-time.

360˚ EMAIL PROTECTION

80%
of employees fail to identify
phishing emails

2.6 million
URLs checked each day during
filtering and at each user’s click

23%
of organisations fell victim to a
ransomware attack in 2017

295 million
items of malware blocked
during the last 12 months

Secure7 Mail Protect protects your email from all
types of threats and attacks. Its filters identifies
and categorises all emails, securing your
organisation and improving operational efficiency
by removing the daily tide of non –priority
messages.

PREDICTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
PROVIDE INSTANT
PROTECTION
This solution analyses incoming and
outgoing emails and filters out any
suspicious messages before they land
in user’s inboxes. Our solution
protects against all forms of known
and unknown threats, including
polymorphic and zero day attacks

EFFECTIVELY COMBATS ALL
TYPES OF THREATS
✔ Anti-malware. Blocks all zero day
malware, including ransomware
✔ Anti-mass phishing. Prevents login
credential theft
✔ Anti-spear phishing. Disarms
targeted attacks like whaling, BEC,
CEO fraud
✔ Anti-spam. Guarantees quarantine
of 99.99% of spam emails.
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